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Abstract—Producing immersive virtual reality (VR)
experiences for health is time consuming and expensive.
Software application frameworks that combine design patterns
and components have shown to be a way to reduce development
costs and improve quality. This paper introduces VR-Rides, an
object-oriented application framework for creating VR
experiences that combines exercise equipment and panorama
images. The framework employs Unity as the engine to connect
and handle communications between different components
including multiple VR devices (HTC Vive and Oculus Rift),
sensors and physical activity devices (e.g. exercise bike or a Fitbit
sensor) effectively. Panorama images from Google street view
which developers combine with game narratives are used to
produce experiences. The framework reduces the time and effort
of developing VR experiences such as exergames and cognitive
assessment. Three VR experiences built with VR-Rides are
described.

I.   INTRODUCTION
Virtual reality has been used in different areas in health
care such as surgical procedures, medical therapy, patient
education, medical training, skill development and
rehabilitation for more than twenty years [1]. Immersive VR
where users experience being in a different world, has been
used in education, training and other health [2][3] and
wellbeing areas [4]. Expectations for these systems from the
general public, companies and health professionals have
increased dramatically due to the availability of new low cost
immersive VR devices like the HTC Vive [5] and Oculus Rift
[6].
Some of these expectations originate in the new ways for
supporting motivation and engagement through the sense of
immersion. Users can interact using hand controllers and other
devices that help them feel they are being transported to new
worlds. In fact, the literature has provided evidence that
exergames can motivate people to be physically active and
provide direct physical benefits [7][8]. Researchers are using
immersive VR systems with different platforms and hardware
to develop exergames that promote exercise, or other serious
games. For example [9] describes a virtual reality cycling
exergame which consists of Oculus VR headset, Microsoft
Kinect, a bicycle and a customized virtual scene.
Although consumer VR systems are now affordable,
content creation still requires a significant investment. In the
context of health, particularly health research, such cost can be
a significant hindrance to outcomes.
Software engineering techniques can be used to
significantly reduce such cost, particularly through the
creation of object-oriented application frameworks (OOAF)
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that combine domain-specific design patterns with software
components [10]. Such frameworks have shown to reduce cost
and improve the quality of software in many domains [10].
Besides reducing cost, such technique can improve quality
through better design. Design patterns provide a common
vocabulary and a reusable solution for object-oriented design.
It is a mechanism for expressing design structures which
“identify, name and abstract common themes in objectoriented design” [11]. Interaction design patterns can also be
used [12]. A framework is a half-finished application that can
be reused and specialized to produce custom applications.
[10]. OOAF is a kind of software technology defined as a
“reusable design of all or part of a system that is represented
by a set of abstract classes and the way their instances interact”
[13]. Essentially, an OOAF is a customizable application that
consists of design patterns and components, which benefits
developers with its modularity, reusability, extensibility and
inversion of control [10].
The literature on using application frameworks in VR is
scarce. OpenTracker is a framework that simplifies the
development and maintenance of hardware setups through
object-oriented design, introduced as “a first attempt towards
a ‘write once, input anywhere’ approach to virtual reality
application development” [14]. DIVERSE is a highly modular
collection of complementary software packages [15], with
similar goals, to facilitate the creation of extensible and
reconfigurable device independent virtual environments.
A few VR frameworks have focused in health care.
CyberMed is a free framework for either new or expert
programmers to develop VR based medical application for
simulation [16]. SOFA is an open-source multi-modal
framework, aimed at interactive computational medical
simulations that facilitates collaborations of specialist from
different domains through its independent components design
and scene graph data structure [17]. In addition, with the help
of PhysX-based framework, researchers in rehabilitation can
use haptic elements and VR to customize experiments in the
real world personalizing to the patient disability [18].
In this paper, we describe a new OOAF named VR-Rides
that can help developers build VR experiences where people
move in virtual worlds generated by panorama photos.
Our proposed framework allows developers to: (1) employ
HTC Vive and Oculus Rift HMD easily in Unity [19], as well
as responding VR controller operation; (2) use Google street
view panorama images as virtual environment and customize
their own locations through XML configuration files, without
programming; (3) use different types of inputs for movement
in game, such as DeskCycle [20], sensor attached to a
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Fig. 1. An overview of VR-Rides architecture

recumbent trike [21], keyboard or even a controller, via
different APIs we provide; (4) show physiological data in
game and record as XML files after game finishes, through
commonly used wrist bands like Fitbit [22] or Microsoft Band
[23] without programming.
II.   FRAMEWORK ARCHITECTURE
We implement our framework by separating the
application in software components that act in different main
roles, using the prototype pattern and component pattern
introduced in “Game Programming Patterns” [24]. A VRReady computer running Microsoft Operating System
(Windows 10) is used to connect the hardware and run the
Unity game engine, while the game engine handles all the data
and interaction from other components.
As shown in Figure 1 our proposed framework
architecture, termed VR-Rides, consists of five major
components: (a) VR platforms, namely HTC Vive and Oculus
Rift, including the immersive VR headsets and hand
controllers; (b) Google street view panorama images, used as
virtual environment which is rendered to VR headsets; (c)
recumbent trike or DeskCycle, which is used to control
player’s movement. It also could be a keyboard, a game
controller, VR controllers or a joystick; (d) physiological data,
captured through Fitbit or Microsoft Band and sent to
computer through an android phone; (e) Unity, a game engine
that connects all other components and deals with their
communications.
A. Immersion
Our framework currently supports the latest commercial
VR platforms: HTC Vive and Oculus Rift, which offers an
immersive environment through headsets, as well as Oculus
DK2. With the immersive VR headset, the user can experience
a 360° view of his or her surroundings. The sense of immersion
is achieved by tracking free head movements and enabling the
user to move freely in multiple directions. This component
facilitates the integration of controllers that provide new ways

to interact with the VR environment and can increase the sense
of immersion.
B. Visual Content
This component provides the staging, or visual content
captured automatically from Google Street view panorama
images and rendered to the VR headset by Unity. The staging
provides the immersive stereoscopic views of uncountable
geographic locations. The virtual scene (or ‘stage’) changes
according to the user’s current movement within the
application. Google street view allows narratives to use an
environment that is personalized or chosen by individual user.
C. Embodiment
VR-Rides provides the components to design games with
a safe play environment that is suitable for different people.
The physical interaction to the game environment is provided
through a comfortable and stationary recumbent trike or other
controllers. For example, a speed sensor and a smart phone are
used to keep track of the player’s pedaling in game. Besides,
the trike can be replaced with a DeskCycle, as shown in Fig.
1. (c). Other interactions with game environment could be
done with VR hand controllers.
D. Physiological Data
The proposed framework offers the functionality of
showing and recording physiological data in a game, such as
heartrate and calories burnt. Physiological data is captured
through a Fitbit wristband or Microsoft Band. We developed
an android application to pass the real-time data to Unity, so
that developers can utilize these data to show physiological
status in the VR application.
E. Game Engine
Our framework uses the Unity game engine, to connect all
other components and process their interaction. According to
the location we choose, Unity fetches panorama images from
Google server and renders them to VR headsets, so that users

Fig. 2. Virtual Bike Tour game

can feel a 360° view of surrounding scene within VR. When
user pedals the trike, data from speed sensor is passed to Unity,
in which the user could move to the direction where he is
looking at. Meanwhile, the user’s real-time physiological data
is kept passing to Unity and can be easily shown on a user
interface (UI) component in VR headset and recorded into
XML file. In addition, Unity will also respond to the VR
controller according to developer’s code.

work to combine and work on those components. In the VR
platform, if the developer chooses to use speed sensor or
DeskCycle, he or she already has the functionality to move
around in the virtual environment through our framework.
Otherwise, we provide APIs to use with other controller as
movement input. However, the main part of the application is
to design developer’s own game mechanism and narrative, as
our framework saves time and effort on our components.

III.   FRAMEWORK IMPLEMENTATION

IV.   CASE STUDIES

We wrote the VR-Rides OOAF in C#, as a Unity asset
package that can be easily imported to a Unity project. Our
goal was to make it easy for developers to use. Thus, our
components are modular and reusable. For most of them, we
use a “drag and drop” method in our components, which
means developers and researchers do not have to write code or
scripts with these components.
Immersion, visual content, embodiment and physiological
data, these four components are modularized into four Unity
components, called prefabs in Unity, for reuse in different
applications. To use a prefab in Unity, a developer drags it
from the project folder and drop into a Unity scene. The
process is the same as “copy and paste”, without
programming.
For the immersion component, the developer can use either
HTC Vive or Oculus Rift headset with our prefab in Unity,
without writing any code. Whereas when working with VR
controllers, with our provided APIs, developers still need to
add their own code to respond to customized controller button
pressing. However, the amount of work has been reduced and
the process has been simplified.
With respect to the visual content component, developers
do not have to do anything with it since it works by default
when they add our street view prefab into their Unity scene. In
this way, they can have a 360° view of real-world imagery in
VR easily. The only step left for developer is to add his or her
customized location into an XML configuration file, or several
locations that can be configured in the game.
To use the embodiment and physiological data
components, VR-Rides provides android apps that receive
data from speed sensor and wrist band, and also pass it to Unity
so developers can process through their own code, or use the
display and record function provided with our prefab by
default.
In general, the developer can easily use our framework to
build a VR platform where the virtual scene is generated by
Google street view panorama images, with physical activity
and physiological data integrated, meanwhile it requires little

The framework described above has been used to write the
software in two VR riding games for health (competitive and
affiliative) [25] and one psychological assessment. One of the
goals was to evaluate our framework and the development of
real VR experiences. In addition, we also tested the user
engagement and motivation of our platform and software.
The first game experience implemented called “Virtual
Bike Tour” was designed to be “affiliative” i.e., bring people
together and is shown in Figure 2. In this game players use a
recumbent trike to safely cycle in different cities with a guided
tour that describes each location. During the game, VR
controllers can be used to choose cities and take pictures of
virtual scenes like the ones in Figure 2. Pictures can be shared
with family or friends and used as conversation starters.
The second game environment was aimed to feel
competitive. In this game players start in unfamiliar places
initially. They need to navigate themselves close to landmarks
to recognize those cites. A successful guess will lead players

Fig. 3. System setup using our framework

to the next level which is more difficult and they get scores
based on time spent. Figure 3 describes the system setup built
with our framework.
We evaluated the VR riding games with both young
students in our university and older adults in a community
centre (females = 21, males =20). The results showed that both
our games were engaging ways to do exercise for different age
groups. The use of a recumbent trike made it easy and
comfortable for people to exercise, which in our case the
participants aged ranging from 18 to 92. The employment of
real-world imagery in VR engaged participants to keep
pedaling to explore new places and positive response were
showed in terms of psychological factors as well. Besides,
real-world imagery recalled personal memories. Some seniors
talked about their own experience and stories of a place when
they saw it in VR. Results also suggested that most of the
players were willing to register for future sessions.
The development of the two games in that study was done
using VR-Rides. With VR-Rides researchers and developers
could focus their efforts on game UI and narrative.
A third VR experience was psychological assessment for
early cognitive impairment also at the community centre with
healthy control group (n = 40, age = 50+). We are currently
evaluating (in progress) a number of new game designs, all
developed using VR-Rides. In this study VR-Rides has been
used to develop a cognitive assessment for older adults, a
possible mechanism for the early detection of dementia.
Studies conducted were approved by The University of
Sydney Human Research Ethics Committee (HREC) protocol
number 2015/185 and 2016/629.
Through a combination of design patterns and software
components VR-Rides provides a fast and simple development
in adding different devices as inputs and real-world imagery
as virtual scene, which reduces time and effort.

Currently we are working on the release of our framework.
In our future contribution of this framework, we will keep
expanding its capabilities through adding more reusable
devices, sensors and the functionality of allowing developers
to build their own virtual environment according to different
studies.
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